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Foreword

The aim of the Studies in the Early History of Britain is to
promote works of the highest scholarship which open up virgin
fields of study or which surmount the barriers of traditional
academic disciplines. As interest in the origins of our society and
culture grows while scholarship becomes ever more specialized,
interdisciplinary studies are needed not only by scholars but also
by students and laymen. This series will therefore include
research monographs, works of synthesis and also collaborative
studies of important themes by several scholars whose training
and expertise has lain in different fields. Our knowledge of the
early Middle Ages will always be limited and fragmentary, but
progress can be made if the work of the historian embraces that
of the philologist, the archaeologist, the geographer, the numismatist, the art historian and the liturgist - to name only the
most obvious. The need to cross and to remove academic frontiers
also explains the extension of the geographical range from that of
the previous Studies in Early English History to include the whole
island of Britain. The change would have been welcomed by the
editor of the earlier series, the late Professor H.P.R. Finberg,
whose pioneering work helped to inspire, or to provoke, the
interest of a new generation of early medievalists in the relations
of Britons and Saxons. The approach of this series is therefore
deliberately wide-ranging. Early medieval Britain can only be
understood in the context of contemporary developments in
Ireland and on the Continent.
Barbara Yorke contributes the fourth regional survey in a series
which aims to provide brief, well-illustrated and up-to-date syntheses of the settlement and history of all the principal regions of
early medieval Britain. Since Wessex was the source of the dynasty
that unified the English kingdom in the tenth century, parts of its
history are familiar both to students and to scholars, and Dr Yorke
has had a particularly challenging task to disentangle national from
regional history. But as with Pauline Stafford's companion volume
on the East Midlands and Margaret Ceiling's on the West
Midlands, there prove to be enormous benefits in concentrating
upon local themes and contexts. Dr Yorke's own research into the
early history of the West Saxon kingdom and see have equipped her
superbly to reassess the fundamental changes - ethnic, political,
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religious and social - that turned southern Roman Britain into late
Anglo-Saxon Wessex. It is a privilege to welcome this stimulating
analysis to the series.
N.P. Brooks
University of Birmingham
July 1994
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Introduction

The main focus of this volume is on the six historic shires of Devon,
Somerset, Dorset, Wiltshire, Berkshire and Hampshire (including
the Isle of Wight) during the period 400 to 1066. A poll of AngloSaxonists would probably reach some consensus that this area could
be designated as 'Wessex', in the context of the early Middle Ages,
and that it was the heartland of the West Saxon kingdom. However,
although all of the region was dominated at some point before 900
by West Saxon kings, control of certain areas was intermittent and
the whole of the six shires did not come securely into the hands of
the West Saxon royal house until the ninth century, by which time
they also controlled other areas of southern England. Some of the
key sources covering the early history of Wessex, such as the AngloSaxon Chronicle, were produced in the ninth century and can give
an impression that West Saxon dominance of the region was more
straightforward and inevitable from an early date than was in fact
the case. The six shires of Wessex were neither a natural region in
terms of their physical geography nor one which was suggested by
earlier political and administrative divisions.
Although between them the six shires are very variable in terms
of their geology and resultant physical geography, the dominant
landscape is chalk downland stretching from the Berkshire Downs
in the north through Wiltshire to the coastal plains of Hampshire
and eastern Dorset (fig. I).1 Rivers rising in the chalk divide the
downlands and, in the south, make their way to the sea through the
poorer, younger soils of the Hampshire Basin, while the northern
downlands are bisected by tributaries of the Thames. Other parts of
Wessex are in terms of their geology part of regions which extend
beyond the boundaries of the six shires. In the east, within Hampshire, is the western extremity of the weald, while eastern
Berkshire links with the sandy and clay soils of western Surrey. To
the west of the chalklands lies the southern portion of the great
Jurassic limestone ridge, which runs from the cliffs of Lyme Bay in
Dorset up through Somerset to the Cotswolds and beyond. Western
Somerset and Devon are dominated by older rocks which form a
'highland' region within Wessex; the carboniferous limestones of the
Mendips and the Quantocks, separated by the low-lying Somerset
1. B. Cunliffe, Wessex to AD 1000 (1993), 1-4, 326-8.
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1. The geology of the six shires of Wessex [after D. Hill, Atlas of
Anglo-Saxon England (1981), fig. 5]

levels, the Devonian rocks of Exmoor and the granite of Dartmoor.
In geological terms Exmoor and much of Devon forms a distinct
entity with Cornwall.2 South-eastern Devon, however, is more
closely allied with the mixed soils of neighbouring Dorset.
About half of the land in the six shires can be reckoned as good
farming land even if little of it is of the highest quality.3 The
chalklands had been much favoured by prehistoric farmers, as the
large number of surviving prehistoric monuments suggests, but on
the upper slopes the soil is relatively light and by AD 400 was no
longer ideal for crop production. The river valleys divide the chalklands into natural territories which contained within them a
mixture of the resources necessary for mixed farming and were a
natural focus of settlement. In the Iron Age many of these

2. E.A. Edmonds, M.C. Mckeown and M. Williams, British Regional Geology.
South-West England (1975); M. Todd, The South-West to AD 1000 (1987), 1-6.
3. D. Hill, An Atlas of Anglo-Saxon England (1981), 7.
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downland blocks were dominated by a hill-fort.4 Intermittent belts
of clay supported more woodland in the Anglo-Saxon period than
has survived until today, particularly where the chalklands gave
way to younger rocks. Notable expanses of woodland occurred
between the chalklands and the low-lying areas of the Hampshire
basin, between the western area of the chalklands and the limestone Jurassic ridge (Selwood) and to the north of the chalklands in
northern Wiltshire and eastern Berkshire.5 Some of the most
distinctive regions were those with poor agricultural land whose
inhabitants were obliged to develop particularized modes of farming
and ways of life, though it is unlikely that they ever supported large
populations. These areas include the heathlands of Hampshire (the
New Forest) and eastern Dorset, the Somerset levels and the moors
of Devon and Somerset. However, some of the areas with poorer
farming lands had the compensation of resources which were scarce
elsewhere in Wessex. The resources available to the coastal communities need not be spelt out, though the importance of salt
production should be mentioned. The Mendips and Dartmoor were
exploited for respectively their lead (and silver) and tin deposits
from the prehistoric period onwards.
By the late Iron Age Wessex was divided between tribal
kingdoms which formed the bases of the Roman civitates.Q Although
the core tribal areas can be recognized from coin and pottery
distributions, it is more difficult to reconstruct the exact extent of
their boundaries and, indeed, such certainty can hardly be expected
without written records delineating bounds. Figure 2 shows a
suggested reconstruction of the Roman civitates. It can be seen that
the whole of the territory of the Durotriges and Belgae was
encompassed within the six shires of later Wessex, and most of that
of the Atrebates. However, the western part of Somerset and Devon
belonged with Cornwall to the territory of the Dumnonii, while the
northern part of Somerset was probably in the territory of the
Dobunni, whose civitas capital was at Cirencester. The extension of
Belgic territory to the region of Bath is based principally on
Ptolemy's statement that Aquae Sulis was in the territory of the
Belgae, but as there are no other clear indications of this it may be
that Ptolemy was mistaken.7 It is also possible that the territory of
the civitas of the Regni which was administered from Chichester
extended a little way further west than the present boundary
between Hampshire and Sussex, while that of the Atrebates
extended beyond northern Hampshire into part of Sussex and
Surrey. In the early fourth century, when Britain had been divided
4. Cunliffe, Wessex to AD 1000, 165-200.
5. O. Rackham, Trees and Woodland in the British Landscape (1976).
6. P. Salway, Roman Britain (1981), 40-61, 573-88; M. Todd, Roman Britain 55
BC-AD 400 (1981), 44-59, 122-8; M. Millett, The Romanization of Britain
(1990), 9-39, 65-9, 104-33.
7. Cunliffe, Wessex to AD 1000, 235.
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2. Roman civitates in the Wessex region: hypothetical boundaries
[after M. Millett, The Romanization of Britain (1990), 67 and M.
Todd, Roman Britain 55 BC-AD 400 (1981), 125]

into four dioceses, all of the later territory of the six shires of
Wessex (except the small part that may have belonged to the civitas
of the Regni) lay in Britannia Prima which was administered from
Cirencester. It will be observed that none of the reconstructed
boundaries of the Roman civitates corresponds exactly with later
shire boundaries, with the possible exception of part of the boundary between the Durotriges and the Belgae.
The territory of the Dumnonii has produced far fewer signs of
Romanization than the other areas of Wessex (see fig. 3).8 Its only
town was the civitas capital at Exeter and the few villas which have
been identified lay in the area between Exeter and the border with
the Durotriges. Elsewhere native forms of settlement persisted and
penetration of Roman material culture was slight, though forts and
other military installations show that the Romans had been anxious
to establish their authority within the province. At least one major
Roman road extended westwards from Exeter, which the modern
A30 follows for much of its route, and some of the numerous small
8. A. Fox, South-West England (2nd edn., 1973), 136-57; S. Pearce, The
Archaeology of South-West Britain (1981), 132-64; Todd, South-West to AD 1000,
189-235.

3. Roman Wessex [after B. Cunliffe, Wessex to AD 1000 (1993), fig. 7.1 and M. Todd, The South West to AD 1000 (1987),
fig. 7.1]
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ports of Devon may have been visited by Roman merchants; a port
on Plymouth Sound to ship supplies of tin from Dartmoor is
particularly likely. Exeter itself was the main port, with ships
coming from north-west Gaul and, possibly, direct from the eastern
Mediterranean, as suggested by finds of Greek coins from the city
and elsewhere in the south-west.
The rest of Wessex is marked by far greater signs of change as a
result of the Roman conquest with the construction of greater and
lesser towns, villas for the aristocracy and widespread circulation of
Roman goods (fig. 3).9 A network of Roman roads connected the
civitas capitals and lesser centres, and supplemented the existing
trackways along the ridges of hills and river valleys. Several centres
of pottery production were established, including Poole, Savernake
(Wilts), Alice Holt (Hants) and in the New Forest, and new industries, such as the provision of building stone, were stimulated.
Fieldwork suggests that Wessex was intensively farmed, with new
areas opened up for crop production, probably to meet not only the
demands of Roman authorities, but also a rising population which
may have reached a peak in the fourth century not to be attained
again for several centuries.10 However, development was not completely uniform within Wessex. The greatest concentrations of villas
lay in the vicinity of towns and these were not regularly distributed
throughout the region. There was a dearth of towns in central
Wessex and a corresponding lack of villas; one explanation has been
that much of Wiltshire may have been administered as an imperial
estate. In contrast there is an unusually dense distribution of villas
in Somerset around Bath and Ilchester, many of which seem to date
from the late third century or later. The area is one of good
agricultural land, but it has been suggested that the villas may
have been built by rich incomers from Gaul fleeing barbarian
attacks during the third century.11
The eventual emergence of Wessex and its shires could not have
been predicted from the administrative configurations of the late
Roman period, nor, it will be argued, from the political alignments
of c. 600. Wessex was created by the conquests of the royal house of
the Gewisse, largely within the seventh and eighth centuries, and
its subdivisions were structures they imposed upon the countryside,
even if there were various factors outside their control which helped
decide where boundaries were to run. A major task of the historian
of Anglo-Saxon Wessex must be to trace the processes by which its
various regions become part of one political entity. However, to do
9. S. Applebaum, 'Roman Britain', in The Agrarian History of England and Wales
AD 43-1042, I.ii, ed. H.P.R. Finberg (1972), 3-277; Millett, Romanization of
Britain; Cunliffe, Wessex to AD 1000, 201-65.
10. D. Benson and D. Miles, The Upper Thames Valley: An Archaeological Survey of
the River Gravels (1974); Millett, Romanization of Britain, 181-6.
11. K. Branigan, Villa settlement in the West Country", in The Roman West
Country, ed. K Branigan and P.J. Fowler (1976), 120-41.
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so is complicated by the fact that parts of what became, Wessex
really need to be viewed in the context of regions outside the
allotted six shires, especially for the fifth and sixth centuries. There
are also problems with nomenclature. It was not until the ninth
century that the shires took on the forms they possessed, give or
take some minor adjustments, until the 1974 local government
reforms. However, it is convenient to use the shires as reference
points before then, especially in the absence of earlier regional
names or ones that can be easily interpreted. When this is done a
general area is being indicated rather than one rigidly contained
within later shire boundaries. All references are to shires in their
pre-1974 form, when the Christchurch area was part of Hampshire,
the Avon formed the northern boundary of Somerset and the
Thames the northern boundary of Berkshire.
From the ninth century the problems for the historian of Wessex
change. Wessex becomes part of a larger unit, at first embracing all
of the country south of the Thames, but then in the course of the
tenth century extending to most of England as it would be defined
today. It will be argued that Wessex retained a certain distinctiveness because of its administrative organization and the patronage of
the royal house which, in certain respects, was concentrated in the
region. The emphasis will be on how events affected Wessex itself,
though sometimes these need to be viewed in a broader context. It
is also the case that because Wessex is one of the regions of the
country best provided with written records for the early Middle
Ages its material has been much used to suggest a general picture
for Anglo-Saxon England as a whole especially for various social
and economic matters. Thus, when writing on a topic such as the
position of women in Wessex, one is in danger of producing
something which will sound all too familiar because much of it has
been seen (not necessarily correctly) as being typical of all AngloSaxon regions. Unfortunately there is not the space to draw
extensive contrasts with other areas - a task which will in any case
become much easier once the series of regional histories of 'Britain
in the Early Middle Ages' has been completed!

1

A Period of Transition:
Wessex c. 400-c. 600

The period 400-600 was a momentous one in the history of Wessex
for it saw the rapid decline and disintegration of the Roman way of
life, the advent of Germanic settlers and the evolution of new polities
with concomitant results for many facets of life within the area.
However, one unfortunate characteristic of the time is that few
written records were kept, although subsequently some of the
regimes whose power originated in the period developed the desire
to record what they thought - or wished to think - had occurred.
The usual practice has been to approach the history of these two
centuries through the scanty written material even if this has meant
stretching the few contemporary sources beyond what they can bear
and ignoring the shortcomings of those written at a later date. As
the corpus of archaeological evidence has gradually expanded, it has
become increasingly difficult to accept that the written sources can
provide an adequate narrative of what occurred throughout the
region. Recent archaeological analysis has begun to suggest new
strategies through which the period can be studied and, as more
excavations are written up and the theoretical framework is refined,
so will the period cease to appear such a 'dark age'.
THE END OF ROMAN BRITAIN
For much of the fourth century AD Wessex appears as prosperous
and outwardly Romanized. The higher ranks of society in particular
seem to have enjoyed a time of considerable prosperity reflected in
the erection or refurbishment of substantial villas.1 When administrative or social reasons called them to town the aristocratic villa
owners would have occupied the large town houses which have been
discovered away from the main streets in many of the civitas
capitals.2 The aristocracy by the fourth century seems to have
1. A.S. Esmonde Cleary, The Ending of Roman Britain (1989), 105-10; M. Millett,
The Romanization of Britain (1990), 186-201.
2. Esmonde Cleary, Ending of Roman Britain, 64-8.
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preferred to spend its money on the aggrandizement of private
residences rather than on civic responsibilities and public buildings
were no longer kept up in the way that they once had been.3 The
public baths at Exeter had fallen into disuse by the late third
century and at Silchester the basilica had been given over to
metalworking.4 But the pattern was not consistent throughout the
region. Although Exeter may have housed a relatively small
population and been dominated by private estates, Winchester
seems to have been something of a fourth-century boom town with
large town houses demolished to make way for industrial activities
and less substantial buildings which presumably housed the
workers.5 Martin Biddle has interpreted these developments as
support for the theory that the imperial gynaeceum at Venta,
mentioned in the Notitia Dignitatum, was located at Winchester.
Both Winchester and Dorchester (Dorset) are surrounded by
substantial cemeteries dating to the fourth century which may not
only reflect the size of their urban populations, but also their roles
as central places for the surrounding countryside.6 Small towns also
flourished and may have been more significant than some of the
civitas capitals as economic and trading centres.7
However, there are signs of a downturn in the prosperity of the
most Romanized sectors of the community in the last quarter of the
fourth century. Economic problems have often been seen as having
been exacerbated by increasingly severe barbarian' raids, but
recent studies have thrown doubt on whether apparent references
to attacks by Franks and Saxons on the 'Saxon shore', which
included eastern Wessex, have been correctly interpreted.8 The
possibility of raids by Irish on the western shores of Wessex
remains and signs of destruction in a number of villas in the
vicinity of the Bristol Channel in the fourth century have been
attributed to them; some of the villas seem to have been abandoned
3. D.A. Brooks, 'A review of the evidence for continuity in British towns in the 5th
and 6th centuries', Oxford Journal of Archaeology, 5: 1 (1986), 79-84; Esmonde
Cleary, Ending of Roman Britain, 71-2, 108-10.
4. P.G. Bidwell, The Legionary Bath-House and Basilica and Forum at Exeter,
Exeter Archaeological Reports, 1 (1979), 122; M. Fulford, Guide to the Silchester
Excavations 1979-81: Amphitheatre and Forum Basilica (1982).
5. M. Biddle, 'The study of Winchester: archaeology and history in a British town',
PBA, 69 (1983), 93-135, at 111-15.
6. D.E. Farwell and T.L. Molleson, Excavations at Poundbury 1966-80. Volume II:
The Cemeteries, DNHAS monograph, 11 (1993); G.N. Clarke, Pre-Roman and
Roman Winchester, part II; The Roman Cemetery at Lankhills, Winchester
Studies, 3 (1979).
7. Millett, Romanization of Britain, 143-51; M. Millett and D. Graham,
Excavations on the Romano-British Small Town at Neatham, Hampshire,
1969-1979 (1986).
8. P. Salway, Roman Britain (1981), 374-444, for traditional interpretation; P.
Bartholomew, 'Fourth-century Saxons', Britannia, 15 (1984), 169-85, and J.
Cotterill, 'Saxon raiding and the role of the late Roman coastal forts of Britain',
Britannia, 24 (1993), 227-40, for revisionist interpretations.
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